Uncertainty Quantification Method of Crosstalk Involving Braided-Shielded Cable
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Abstract – In this paper, in view of the uncertainty of geometric parameters of braided-shielded cable and structural parameters of the shield in practical problems, polynomial chaos expansions (PCE) is used to explore the uncertainty quantification of a crosstalk calculation model of braided-shielded cable. First, the model based on multi-conductor transmission line theory is expanded by PCE. Second, the truncation degrees of polynomials and sample size of PCE are determined by the leave-one-out method, and the statistical characteristic parameters of crosstalk are obtained by combining coefficients of polynomials. Compared with the calculation results of the Monte Carlo method, the mean value, standard deviation and probability density function obtained by the two methods are basically consistent, but the PCE method has obvious advantages in calculation efficiency. Finally, the influence of input variable parameters in the crosstalk calculation model of braided-shielded cable are calculated by combining the PCE and the Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method, which provides theoretical guidance for the electromagnetic compatibility design of electrical and electronic equipment using braided-shielded cable.

Index Terms – braided-shield cable, crosstalk uncertainty quantification, polynomial chaos expansions, Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method.

I. INTRODUCTION

A transmission line is the carrier of electronic signals that play an important role in equipment connection. However, with the high integration of electrical and electronic equipment, the electromagnetic environment (EME) inside the equipment is becoming more and more complex, and the possibility of transmission signal distortion or mis-operation of equipment caused by electromagnetic interference is also gradually increasing. Under certain conditions, the crosstalk of transmission lines can be calculated based on the transmission line theory (MTL) [1, 2]. However, due to objective reasons such as working environment, working state, and manufacturing process, the relevant parameters of transmission lines show uncertainty, so the uncertainty quantification of transmission lines has become a research hotspot in recent years [3, 4].

Braided-shielded cable is a transmission line wrapped by a metal mesh braid layer, which can shield electromagnetic interference caused by complex EME [5]. Due to its excellent electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) performance, braided-shielded cable is widely used in various fields [6]. As a key parameter affecting the shielding characteristics, transfer impedance has been studied by a large number of researchers. Schelkunoff proposed using surface transfer impedance of shielding cable to describe shielding effectiveness [7]. Subsequently, a complete calculation model of the transfer impedance was established by Vance [8], and the calculation model of the transfer impedance was improved by Sali, Tyni, and Kley [9,11]. Deterministic calculation of crosstalk in braided-shielded cable by combining MTL with transfer impedance calculation model [12]. However, in the actual situation, the geometric parameters of braided-shielded cable and the structural parameters of the shield will show uncertainty [13,14], which will have an effect on the shielding effectiveness of the shield. Therefore, it is necessary to study the uncertainty quantification of crosstalk of braided-shielded cable. In [15], the influence of shielding material on shielding effectiveness is analyzed based on plane-wave theory. In [16] compared the analysis results
of the sensitivity analysis method based on the BEAT-RICS analytical model with the results based on MTL repeated analysis and calculation, and concluded that the magnitude of the average height between the carriers strongly determines the value of the transfer impedance at high frequencies. In [17] analyzed the multi-shield cable model and pointed out that the number of shielding layers, the thickness of shielding layer, and the structural parameters of insulating layer were the main parameters affecting the shielding effectiveness.

The existing research on braided-shielded cable is mostly about the qualitative analysis of the influence of shielding layer structure parameters on shielding effectiveness or crosstalk [18], which cannot quantify the uncertainty of the crosstalk of braided-shielded cable. In view of the above problems, this paper proposes to use PCE to quantify the uncertainty of the crosstalk calculation model of braided-shielded cable, and determine the sample size and truncation degree of PCE based on the leave-one-out (LOO) method. This is in view of the successful application of Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method based on variance decomposition in EMC field [19][20]. In this paper, the Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method is combined with PCE to calculate the global sensitivity indices of input variable parameters and quantify their influence. The statistical characteristic parameters and global sensitivity index are calculated by the PCE method and are compared with results calculated by the Monte Carlo (MC) method to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method based on PCE.

II. TRANSFER IMPEDANCE CALCULATION OF BRAIDED-SHIELDED CABLE

Due to its mechanical flexibility, the braided shielding layer will have holes. The external electric field can penetrate the shielding layer through the holes, resulting in crosstalk on the receptor line protected by the shielding layer [21][22]. This shielding effectiveness is described by the transfer impedance of the shielding layer. The transfer impedance is determined by the five structural parameters of the shielding layer, which are: radius \( r_s \) of the shield, the number of carries \( C \) in the braid, the pitch angle \( \alpha \) of the weave, the diameter \( d \) of weaving wires, the number \( N \) of wires in each carrier. This is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The external electromagnetic field penetrates the shielding layer through three mechanisms to generate coupling on the receptor line:

1. Diffusion of the magnetic currents induced in the shield.
2. Penetration of the magnetic field through braid layer diamond-shaped holes.

3. More complex inductance phenomenon caused by overlapping of weaving wires.

The above can be described by the following formula:

\[
Z_T = Z_d + j \omega (M_h + M_b). 
\]

(1)

\( Z_T \) is the transfer impedance, \( Z_d \) represents the diffusion impedance calculation formula, which describes the low frequency characteristics of electromagnetic radiation to the shielding layer, \( M_h \) a formula for calculating the hole inductance, which describes the direct leakage of the magnetic field through the diamond-shaped holes in the braid, \( M_b \) represents the formula for calculating braided inductance, which is a description of inductance phenomenon. According to the theory of [23], the vortex current of braided carries produces attenuation of transfer impedance, which is called the extra fluctuation effect \( M_e \):

\[
M_e = -\frac{1.16}{CNd} \frac{N}{3} \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - 2\alpha \right) \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\sigma}} \sqrt{\omega e^{j\frac{\pi}{3}}}.
\]

(2)
The improved transfer impedance calculation formula is:

$$Z_T = Z_d + j\omega (M_h + M_h) + M_e.$$  (3)

According to the transfer impedance calculated by [9], the outer current of the shielding layer can be connected with the electric field of the inner layer, and the boundary conditions can be obtained. Combined with MTL to calculate crosstalk on receptor line.

III. ANALYSIS METHOD OF UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION

A. Polynomial chaos expansions method

The PCE method has a solid mathematical foundation to describe the randomness of variables with different distributions [24]. The PCE method is equivalent to constructing a surrogate modeling of output variables. Any uncertain information of output variables can be obtained through the surrogate modeling, such as mean, standard deviation and probability density functions. In the construction of the surrogate modeling, PCE is usually truncated at degree $p$ due to the consideration of calculation, and the corresponding $p$-degree PCE model can be expressed as:

$$Y = \sum_{i=0}^{p} \hat{c}_i \Phi_i(\xi),$$  (4)

where $\hat{c}_i$ represents the corresponding coefficients of the multivariate polynomials orthonormal. The multivariate polynomials $\Phi_i(\xi)$ are then assembled as the tensor product of their univariate counterparts $\xi_1, \cdots, \xi_d$, $d$ represents the dimension of the model input.

$$\Phi_i(\xi) = \prod_{k=1}^{d} \Phi_k^{(k)}(\xi_k).$$  (5)

The number of polynomial coefficients $Q$ in $p$-degree PCE model can be calculated by the following formula.

$$Q = \frac{(d + p)!}{d!p!}.$$  (6)

Next, the samples of PCE need to be sampled in the standard random space. The sampling method used in this paper is Latin hypercube design (LHD) [25]. After obtaining the samples and the response value corresponding to the samples, the PCE coefficients are calculated by the ordinary linear square (OLS) method. As follows:

$$b = (AA^T)^{-1}A^TG.$$  (7)

A represents the sample matrix, $b$ represents the vector of the coefficients of the polynomial, and $G$ represents the vector of the response value. After the polynomial coefficients of PCE is calculated according to (7), the uncertainty information of output variable can be calculated on the surrogate modeling. The mean and variance of the output variable can be expressed as:

$$E[Y] = c_0,$$  (8)

$$\text{Var}[Y] = \sum_{j=1}^{p} c_j^2.$$  (9)

In order to ensure accuracy and high efficiency, this paper uses the LOO method to determine the truncation degree and sample size of PCE. The process can be simply summarized as the following three steps:

1. Set the sample size to be verified and determine the truncation degree interval.
2. Use the LOO method to calculate the minimum error value of each sample size and the corresponding maximum truncation degree.
3. The error values of the minimum LOO method of each sample size are analyzed, and the optimal sample size is selected.

The error calculation formula of the LOO method is as follows:

$$\ell_{LOO} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( M(x^{(i)}) - M_{PC}^{(i)}(x^{(i)}) \right)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (M(x^{(i)}) - \mu_Y)^2},$$  (10)

where $M(x^{(i)})$ represents the response value, $M_{PC}^{(i)}(x^{(i)})$ represents the response value calculated by the surrogate modeling constructed after removing sample points numbered $i$ as the training set, $\mu_Y$ is the expectation of the original model.

B. Global sensitivity analysis

The global sensitivity analysis can obtain the average sensitivity indexes in the entire distribution of the input variable parameters, and can also measure the effect of interaction between different input variable parameters on the uncertainty of output variables. This paper adopts Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method based on PCE, which is based on variance decomposition and is suitable for independent input variable parameters. Because the basis functions of PCE are mutually orthogonal, Sobol’s global sensitivity decomposition can be used in this paper. So the first-order Sobol’s global sensitivity index based on PCE method is:

$$S_j = \frac{\sum_{i=0, i \neq j}^{N} c_j^2}{V},$$  (11)

where $c_j$ represents the coefficients of polynomials involving the only $j$th-dimensional variable. $V$ represents the variance of the output variable. $V$ represents the variance of the output variable, according to [9].

The formula of total global sensitivity index is as follows:

$$S_j^T = \frac{\sum_{i=0, i \neq j}^{N} (c_j^T)^2}{V},$$  (12)

where $c_j^T$ represents the coefficients of all polynomials involving the $j$th-dimensional variable.
IV. EXAMPLE APPLICATION

In this section, combined with the PCE method and Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method based on PCE, the uncertainty quantification of the crosstalk model of braided-shielded cable is shown in Fig. 3.

![Braided-shielded cable model](image)

Fig. 3. Braided-shielded cable model.

There are six fixed parameters in the model shown in Fig. [3]. The number of carries in the braided $C$ is 16, the number of wires in the carry $N$ is 4, the values of all impedances are 50 $\Omega$, and the excitation source amplitude on the attack line is set to 1V. According to the actual situation, the following eight uncertain independent parameters are set as input variable parameters of the model: $l_s$ is the length of receptor line wrapped in braided layer, the distance between the attack line and the receptor line is $S$, the height of attack line and receptor line from the ground is $h$, the inner radius of the shielding layer is $r_s$, the line radius of receptor line and attack line are $r_{w1}$ and $r_w$ respectively. The distributions of input variables are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random Input Variables</th>
<th>Distributed and Parameters</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_s$</td>
<td>$U(3.45,3.84)$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>$U(1.42e^{-2},1.57e^{-2})$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_g$</td>
<td>$U(1.42e^{-2},1.57e^{-2})$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$N(1.27e^{-4},6.35e^{-6})$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_s$</td>
<td>$U(8.44e^{-4},9.33e^{-4})$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{w1}$</td>
<td>$N(3.2e^{-4},1.6e^{-5})$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_w$</td>
<td>$N(3.2e^{-4},1.6e^{-5})$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$U(\pi/18,\pi/4)$</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The distribution of input variables

First, its PCE surrogate modeling is constructed according to the crosstalk calculation model of braided shield cable. When selecting the sample size of PCE, usually select the number of samples twice the number of polynomials, that is, the sample size is $2Q$. However, this method has its limitations in the model with high dimension and strong nonlinearity. And according to equation [6], the number of coefficients is related to the truncation degree. Using inappropriate truncation degree will not only lead to low computational efficiency, but also cause insufficient calculation accuracy. So, it is important to select the appropriate sample size and truncation degree for the PCE model. Therefore, this paper adopts the LOO method to determine the truncation degree and sample size. Set at frequency point $f = 100kHz$, the sample sizes that need to be verified are 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500. The sample size of each group is analyzed by the LOO method 50 times, and the box plot is as follows:

![Box plot of error analysis of the LOO method](image)

Fig. 4. The box plot of error analysis of the LOO method with different sample sizes.

As can be seen from Fig. [4], when the sample size is 100, 200, 300 using PCE calculation is prone to extreme outliers, and value of Inter-Quartile Range (IQR) of each sample size is $8.5\times10^{-4}$, $3\times10^{-4}$, and $7.7\times10^{-6}$ respectively. When the sample size is 400 and 500, the IQR is $4.08\times10^{-6}$ and $4.72\times10^{-6}$ respectively, and there are no extreme outliers. At this time, the maximum truncation degree is 3. Considering the computational cost, the 3-degree truncation and the sample size of 400 should be adopted.

Second, the calculation accuracy of PCE needs to be verified. The comparison frequency band is set as $[10^2,10^8]$ Hz, the calculation times of the MC method is $10^3$, and the truncation degree and sample size of PCE are taken as the values verified by the LOO method. The comparison data are the near-end response voltage of the braided-shielded cable model.

As shown in Figs. [5] and [6], the standard deviation and mean value calculated by PCE are basically consistent with those calculated by MC. It can be seen that the application of the PCE method to calculate statistical moments in this model has accuracy. Then select two
frequency points in $[10^2, 10^8]$ Hz, respectively, using the MC method and PCE method to calculate the probability density function at the frequency points.

It can be seen from Figs. 7 and 8 that the probability density functions of the near-end crosstalk voltage calculated by the PCE and MC methods is consistent. Through the comparison and verification of mean, standard deviation and probability density function, it can be seen that the statistical characteristic parameters calculated by the PCE method and MC method are basically the same, indicating that the accuracy of uncertainty quantification of the braided-shield cable crosstalk model by PCE meets the requirements.

Finally, the efficiency of the PCE method is verified. For calculation, the MC method requires 3398 seconds on an Intel Core i5 2.4GHz, 8-GB RAM computer, while the calculation time of the PCE method is 233 seconds, which is only 6.8% of the time required by the MC method. This shows that the PCE method is much better than the MC in computational efficiency.

Next, the Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method based on PCE is used to analyze the global sensitivity of the eight input variables mentioned above, quantifying the influence of input variables on the model. The near-end crosstalk voltage is also selected as the comparison data, and 100kHz is set as the calculation frequency point. The results of global sensitivity analysis based on the MC method are used as comparison data.

Figures 7 and 8 show that the Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method based on PCE at 100kHz is precise, compared with the MC result. It is proved that this method has accuracy in quantifying the uncertainty of the braided-shielded cable crosstalk model. In addition, it can be seen from the information given in the graphs.
that the weaving angle $\alpha$ has the greatest influence at 100kHz, followed by the diameter of the braided wire $d$. At high frequency section, the transfer impedance consists of most of the hole inductance and braid inductance and a small part of the diffusion impedance.

In order to accurately show the influence of each input variable parameter on the model at different frequencies. Using Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method based on PCE for each input variable in frequency band $[10^2, 10^8]$ Hz.

As shown in Fig. 11, when the crosstalk calculation model of braided-shielded cable is in the frequency range $[10^2, 6.3e^3]$ Hz, $l_e$ and $S$ and $h_g$ have great influence on the model. Because in the low frequency state, crosstalk is mainly composed of inductive coupling, $l_e$ and $S$ and $h_g$ are the three important parameters determining inductive coupling. When the frequency is greater than 6.3kHz, $\alpha$ and $d$ become important factors affecting the output variable, and the growth of $\alpha$ is particularly obvious. It shows that in the process of increasing frequency, most of the crosstalk is converted from inductive coupling to capacitive coupling. The shielding layer of braided-shielded cable can greatly weaken capacitive coupling. The change of shielding layer structure parameter $\alpha$, $r_s$, and $d$ affects the shielding effectiveness, and then affects the crosstalk received by the receptor line. The higher the frequency, the more obvious the effect. In addition, the effects of $r_{p1}$ and $r_{w}$ on the model are not significant.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the uncertainty quantification problem of the crosstalk calculation model of braided-shield cable is studied. The model with infinite ground as a reference conductor is adopted to make the input variable parameters obey different distributions. The uncertainty of the model is quantified by the PCE method, and the relevant statistical quantities such as the mean, standard deviation and probability density functions of the near-end crosstalk voltage of the receptor line, are obtained. The computed statistical quantities using PCE were validated by the classical MC method. This proves that the PCE method can greatly improve the calculation efficiency while ensuring the calculation accuracy by simplifying the model, and realize the uncertainty quantification of the crosstalk calculation model of braided-shielded cable. Finally, the global total sensitivity index and global first-order sensitivity index of the relevant input variable parameters in the crosstalk calculation model of braided-shielded cable are calculated by combining the PCE method and the Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis method. Thus the influence degree of the relevant parameters on the braided-shielded cable crosstalk is obtained. Feasibility is also verified by the MC method. Therefore, the uncertainty quantification method and the global sensitivity analysis method proposed in this paper can provide an effective basis for the EMC design of electrical and electronic equipment with braided-shielded cables.
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